Assessment on Zhalong Wetland value
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Zhalong Wetland is located in the lower reaches of the Wuyuer River to the west of Songnen Plain, Heilongjiang Province. Wetland values of Zhalong contains direct use values (products and service from wetland), indirect use values (environmental values), and current non-use values. Use values of Zhalong Wetland include direct use and indirect use values. The selected valuation objections cover main plants and animals in Zhalong, and apply direct market value method to evaluate. The value of C fixing was calculated by tax rate of Sweden. Re-searching value, waste disposing value, and habitat value were gained by Robert Constanza method. Non-use values of wetland are not competitive, it is to say that when valuing non-use values, market doesn't work. In order to reserve natural resources, the price of wetland values must be marked. Price is the reflection of objective things through one's mind, so only Willingness To Pay (WTP) can reflect the true price of wetland values.
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